Rule Book

It’s one-on-one conflict!
The Dragon Ball Z® Trading Card
Game lets you create the ultimate
fighter from your favorite DBZ™
character. Will Goku ® triumph
over Raditz™? Or will big
brother tear him to pieces?

It’s a game where you play with a custom deck of cards
that you put together from your collection. You choose
how your fighter attacks, and his strategy for winning
by how you build and play your deck. That’s what
makes this game fun. You get to play the way YOU
want to. The starter deck that came with this rulebook
is all you need to begin playing. Collecting more cards
from booster packs allows you to make your deck
stronger, increasing your chances of winning.
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What’s In a Turn?
You play the part of either a Z Warrior or an evil nemesis in
a battle to win two out of three games against an opponent.
To win a game, your Main Personality (that’s the character you
are playing) faces off with your opponent’s Main Personality
in an all-out-brawl. During a game, energy attacks explode,
physical attacks hit and Dragon Balls unleash their power
just like in Dragon Ball Z.

How to Win a Match
You win a match when you win two out of three games.

How to Win a Game

Survival Vi c t o r y : You win a game the instant your

opponent’s life deck is empty of cards.

Dragon Ball Vi c t o r y : You win a game the instant
you control all seven of Dragon Balls of the same set.

When a game is over, both players re s e t
their decks and start over.

A turn is made up of 3 steps: Draw, Power-Up and
Combat. Each player participates in every step with one player
acting as the “active player” and the other as the “passive
player.” The active player for the turn gets to go first in each
step in the game and the passive player always goes second.
After all 3 steps are complete, the passive player now becomes
the active player.
1 . D r a w : Both players draw 3 cards from
the tops of their decks.
2 . Power Up: Players power up, play Support
cards and use effects in this step.
Power Up Your Pe r s o n a l i t i e s : Players power up
their Main Personalities (MPs) by a number of power stages
equal to their MP’s Power Up Rating (PUR). If you have
multiple Personalities in play, you can split up the number
of power stages you gain among them. This is covered
on page 19.
Play Support Cards and Use Eff e c t s : After every
player has powered up, the active player now plays Support
cards and may use effects on cards that happen during
Power Up. After the active player finishes this, his
opponent does the same. After that, Power Up ends.
3 . C o m b a t : Now the action busts loose. Players alternate
attack phases where they can attack, play Dragon Balls, and
play or use cards and effects. When 2 players pass in back-to-back
attack phases, they discard down to 6 cards in hand and the step
and turn end. (See p. 20).
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Personality Cards
Main Pe r s o n a l i t i e s : Personality cards represent
who you are fighting as in the game. There are 2 versions of
Personality cards: Main Personalities (MPs) and Allies. What’s
the difference? A MP is the primary character that you build
your deck around. Allies are Personalities that usually play
a supporting role in the game.

How to Play and Use T h e m : Personality cards start
the game in play and stay in play the entire game. The effects
on Personalities are “used” after you pay their costs and
requirements. Generally, you use each effect on a Personality
only once per turn.

Power Stages: These stages show how strong your
Personality currently is. You use these numbers on the attack
table to calculate damage from some attacks. You also pay
power stages for costs on cards as shown later.
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Power Up Rating: The Power Up Rating (PUR) is the
total number of power stages that your Personalities gain
each turn during Power-Up.
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Ally Personalities

Mastery Cards
Common

Rarity Symbol:
This symbol tells you if a card
is either a Common, Promo,
Uncommon, Starter, or Rare.

Promo
Uncommon

L e v e l : There are different levels of
Personality cards. MPs go up to three
levels and Allies have only one level.

Starter

Want to Specialize in One Martial Art Style?
You can choose to make your MP a master of one style by playing
a Mastery card. By playing a Mastery card, you get the benefits of
its effects, as well as qualify to use card effects that require you
to have a Mastery card. To qualify for a Mastery card, all cards in
your deck must be a combination of freestyle cards and cards
that match your Mastery’s style.

W h a t ’s a Styled Card?
Rare

Cards that belong to a martial
arts style have the style’s name
as the first word in the title
as well as that style’s kanji
printed on it.

W h a t ’s a Freestyle Card ?
Freestyle cards do NOT have the
martial arts style as the first word
in the title, but do have the kanji
for “white” printed on them.
Freestyle cards also have white
templates. Freestyle cards can
appear in ANY deck, regardless
of that deck’s Mastery card.
Namekian Style

Tr a i t s : Both MP and Allies
have traits. Traits are aspects
of a DBZ Personality. Think
of traits as “labels” that put
Personalities into sub-groups.
Everyone knows Krillin ® is a
Human, so the “Human” trait
appears in his text box.
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Scouter Card
A scouter is the card you
use to keep track of your
Personality’s power stages.
It also has an attack table
you use to calculate base
damage from some attacks.
The backs of regular cards
also work as scouters.

Red Style
Saiyan Style

Black Style

Orange Style

Freestyle

Blue Style
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Dragon Ball Cards
The Dragon Ball cards serve as
the mystical Dragon Balls in DBZ.
How to Play and Use T h e m :
Dragon Balls are played during Combat in your attack phase,
and you use their effects when you play them. Dragon Balls
stay in play after you play and use them.

Capturing Dragon Balls:
Dragon Balls are captured with card effects. If your card says
“Capture!” then that card’s effect can capture a Dragon Ball
and put it under your control. When a Dragon Ball is captured,
the player who controls it can immediately use its power or
choose not to use its powers.

Combat Cards
How to Play and Use T h e m :
Combat cards are played during an attack phase. To play
a Combat card, you first meet its requirements and pay its
costs. After that, you play the card and then immediately use it.

Combat cards do a lot of diff e rent things:
Some Combat cards perform an attack; others block an
attack or create effects that impact the game, and some do
a combination of all three! There are three types of Combat
cards: Combat Energy, Combat Physical and Combat Event.

Combat Energy
Generally, these cards perform attacks of pure energy or defend
against such attacks. You play these cards from your hand as an
attack or as a defense to an attack.

Attack Cost: To use this
attack, pay this many power
stages and play the card from
your hand.
S w o rd Icon: This icon
tells you that this card
performs an attack.
Attack Ty p e : This tells you
what kind of attack the card
performs. A energy burst tells
you that this is an energy attack.
A fist tells you that the attack
is a physical attack.
D a m a g e : This is how much
damage the attack deals.
C a rd Number: Every
card has a number. The card
number helps you keep track
of your collection.
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Combat Physical Card s
Combat Physical cards generally either perform
a physical attack or block a physical attack.

Shield Icon: This icon tells you that this card plays
as a defense during your opponent’s attack phase.
Defense Ty p e : Each card tells you what kind
of attack it can defend against.

Support Cards
How to Play and Use T h e m : You play Support cards
during Power-Up and leave them in play to use them later. Some
Support cards create effects that last as long as the Support is in
play. These Supports have the word “CONSTANT” in bold type in
the text box. Other Support cards are used during an attack
phase and then are discarded after use.

Combat Event Card s
Event cards represent the surprises that happen
during battle. Events generally don’t perform attacks.
12
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Randomly decide who goes first. If this is the second
or third game, the loser of the prior game decides who goes first.
S h u ffle Your Life Decks. Everyone starts the game with

Getting ready to play is easy.

zero cards in hand.

To begin, put your Mastery card ,
MP and any Allies into play. Each Personality gets

This is where you play your Supports.

1 card each and the total of their level numbers must be 3 or
less (see p. 24). Next, put the scouter card at zero on each of
your Personality cards.

This is where
you play your
Dragon Balls.

Put Your MP
Here before the
game begins.

Put your Mastery
Card Here at the
Start (Your starter
won’t have a
Mastery card.)
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Put Your Allies
Here before the
game begins.
Cards removed from
the game go here.

Any cards
discarded
go here.
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Winning a Game:

Power Stages are the numbers appearing to the right side
of Personality cards. You track power stages with the Scouter
card that came in this starter. To pay power stages, you lower
your Scouter card a number of stages equal to the card’s cost.

Survival Vi c t o r y : You win a game the instant
your opponent’s life deck is empty of cards.
Dragon Ball Vi c t o r y : You win a game the instant
you control all seven Dragon Balls of the same set.
How to Play and Use DBZ Card s : In the DBZ TCG
there are two things you can do with cards: you play them
and you use them. Playing and using a card are two different
things, and once you understand the difference, the rest of
the game unfolds easily.
What is playing a card ? Playing a card is taking a card
from “out of play” and transferring it “into play” after meeting
its requirements and paying its costs. Normally, you play cards
from your hand, but some effects may allow you to play cards
from other game zones like a discard pile or a life deck.
What are costs and re q u i re m e n t s ? When playing
a card, you look inside the text box to see if it has a cost to play
it. If you see a colon in the card’s text, then all the text on the
LEFT of that colon is either a cost or a requirement to play the
card. If a number appears on the left side of a colon, then it
means the card has a cost in power stages. If text appears
to the left of the colon, then the card has a requirement(s)
you must meet before you play the card.
This is the cost to play this card in power stages.
This is the requirement to play this card.
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EXAMPLE: Raditz is yo ur Main Personality and you
decide to play the card Black D ragon Support from
your hand. This card has a cost o f 3 power stages
and requires you to have a Ma stery card to play it.
For this example, you have Black Overpowering
Mastery in play and your scouter is set to Ra ditz’s
top po wer stage. You’ve met the requirement of a
Mastery card, so you lower you Scouter down 3
po wer stages to pay the cost and play the card
Black Dragon Support o n your playmat fa ce-up.

What is “ u s i n g ” a card ? Using a card is doing the
instructions printed on the card. These instructions appear as
text to the right of colons as well as some icons and numbers
appearing in a box to the left of some card’s text boxes.
Once you pay the cost to play a card, you don’t have to pay its
cost to use it. As long as the card is in play, you do not have to
pay the cost or meet the requirement again.
EXAMPLE: During Combat, you decide to use Black
Dragon Support, so you use the effect on Black
Dragon Support and do what it says according
to the rules.

Why is this important? You’ll discover that some
cards are played and used at the same time. Other cards
are played and then used later in the game, while some
cards are constantly in use.
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How Do You Deal Damage? Damage comes from
attacks! Physical attacks have a fist icon and energy attacks
have a starburst icon. When you perform an attack, your attack
states how to calculate damage. If damage is a number, then the
attack deals that much damage.

Energy Attack
7 = 7 Damage
If damage is listed as “AT” then you use the Attack Table on
the scouter to calculate damage. Just look at your Personality’s
power stage and see how much damage it deals.

If a Personality takes damage in power stages, he lowers his
scouter one stage for each point of damage until the number
of stages lowered equals the damage dealt. If a Personality
reaches the zero power stage with damage remaining,
he must discard the remaining damage in life cards.
EXAMPLE: Vegeta hits G oku with his physical attack.
It cost 1 stage and does 4 damage. Goku can ta ke
the damage by either discarding 4 cards from the
top of his life deck, or by lowering his scouter down
4 po wer stages. Goku chooses power stages and
drops his scouter 4 stages.
EXAMPLE: Goku hits Vegeta with a successful energy
attack! The atta ck Goku played from his hand uses
the attack table. G oku’s current po wer rating is 2500.
The table shows that G oku’s attack does 3 dama ge.
Vegeta is at one power sta ge a bove the zero stage.
Vegeta chooses to take the damage in power stages
and lowers his scouter to zero and then discards
2 cards from his life deck.

1. Draw: This is the step where both you and your
opponent draw 3 cards from the top of your life decks.
A. The active player draws his 3 cards.
B. The passive player draws his 3 cards.

2. Power-Up: Fighters prepare for the brawl to come!
Both players power up their Personalities by raising their
scouters up by a number equal to their Power Up Rating (PUR).
Then both players play their Supports and use any effects that
are available in this step.
Physical Attack

Taking Damage: When your opponent’s Personality takes
damage, he can either discard that damage from his life deck
or take the damage in power stages. If he takes the damage
in life cards, he discards cards from the top of his life deck
equal to the damage dealt.
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A . Power Up! Each player now gains power stages
on his MP and Allies by moving his scouter cards up a
number of stages equal to the PUR of their MP.
Each player can divide their power stages gained each turn
among any of his Personalities in play. If no Personality can
gain any more power stages, the remaining power stages
created by the PUR vanish.
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A. The active player powers up his Personalities.
B. The passive player powers up his Personalities.
EXAMPLE: You a re the active player. Goku is your
MP and Krillin is your Ally. Go ku’s PUR is 4. Tha t
means G oku and Krillin have 4 stages they can
ga in between them in this step. You choose for
Goku to gain 3 power stages and Krillin to gain 1.
Now your o pponent powers up his Personalities.

B. Play Supports: Now each player has a chance
to play Support cards.
A. The active player plays his Supports.
B. The passive player plays his Supports.

C. Use an Effect on a Card in Play That
States You Use Them During Power Up:
A. The active player uses any effects on cards in
play that he can use in this step.
B. The passive player uses any effects on cards in
play that he can use in this step. When the passive
player finishes with his effects, this step ends.

3. Combat! This is the step where everything explodes!
Attacks are thrown, defenses raised and Dragon Balls are
unleashed! During Combat, the player who performs an attack
is the “Attacker” and the player who defends against an attack
is the “Defender.”

How Combat Wo r k s : While in Combat, you and your
opponent each alternate attack phases, starting with the
active player. The attack phase is where you get to do one
of the following choices.

• Use an eff e c t on a card you have in play that
can be used in place of an attack in an attack phase.

• Play an Event from your hand and use it.
• Play a Dragon Ball from your hand and use it.
• Use a Support card that does not have
a “CONSTANT –“ effect.

• Pa s s.
Ending Combat: You and your opponent alternate attack
phases until both of you pass in your attack phases one after
another. When that happens, players discard down to 6 cards
and the step and turn end.
A New Tu rn Begins: You both go back to Draw,
and the active player becomes the player to the right of
the active player.

How Attacks Work: If you choose to attack in your attack
phase, your opponent gets to defend in the same phase that
you attack. After the attack and any defenses resolve, damage
is dealt (if any) and you go to your opponent’s attack phase.

F i r s t , You perform an attack.
T h e re are Two Ways to Perform an A t t a c k :
Play a combat card from your hand that can perform an attack,
or use a card in play that can perform an attack.

Playing a Combat Card as an A t t a c k : To attack
with a Combat card, the Combat card must be an attack.
If a Combat card performs an attack, you will see a crossed
swords icon. To attack with a Combat card choose for one of
your personalities to perform the attack and play it as described
earlier. When you use the attack, any effect in the text box is
used before anything else happens, except for effects starting
with “SUCCESSFUL -” (Effects starting with “SUCCESSFUL -”
are used when an attack becomes successful.)

• A t t a c k with a Combat card or Personality power.
Attacking with a Personality Card :
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Many Personalities in the game perform attacks.
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Unlike Combat cards, they are n ’t discarded after use. You “use”
the card to perf o rm the attack printed on him and he stays in play.

Otherwise, the attack is successful. An unstopped attack
may be successful even if it deals no damage.

Attacks and effects are used only once per turn. After you use
an attack or effect on a Personality card, you cannot use that
attack or effect again until the next turn.

If the Attack is Not Stopped, You Now Calculate
the Damage the Successful Attack Deals. You do

Attacks on Personality Cards Cannot be Used
by Other Pe r s o n a l i t i e s. If a Personality card has an
attack on it, that attack is usable only by that Personality, and
that Personality must meet the card’s cost and requirements,
perform the attack and use the effects the attack creates.

this by first finding how much damage the attack does, and then
subtracting any damage your opponent prevented.

Deal the Damage. Your opponent chooses which Personality
will take all the damage from the attack. The chosen Personality
then can take the damage in power stages or in life cards. When
there are no power stages left to take damage, any damage dealt
must be taken in life cards.

S e c o n d , Your Opponent Gets To Defend.
Your opponent defends during your Attack Phase. There are
four ways he can do this.

1 . Refocus with an A t t a c k ! Refocusing is using an
attack as a defense. To refocus an attack, you must meet the
requirements of the attack and pay its costs. After that, you
use the attack as your defense and prevent damage equal to the
damage on your attack (including modifiers that increase your
attack’s damage). You also use any effects on the attack except
for “SUCCESSFUL” effects which only work when the attack is
used as an attack instead of a defense. These effects are used
before your opponent’s attack resolves.
2 . Play a Block from His Hand: Blocks are Combat
cards that have a shield icon in them. An opponent can only play
a block if it stops the kind of attack performed against him.
3 . Play a card from his hand that prevents damage from
that type of attack. (The card preventing damage must prevent
damage from that type of attack). Effects that prevent damage
don’t stop the attack, they lessen the damage from the attack.
4 . Use an Effect on a Card in Play that can stop
the attack or prevent damage from that attack.
T h i rd , the Attack Resolves.
If the Attack is Stopped, the Attack Phase ends.
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F o u r t h , SUCCESSFUL Effects Now Resolve.
After the attack deals damage, any effect on the attack following
the word “SUCCESSFUL -” resolve.

Use the Attack Sequence! If you are new and want
a handy guide on how to attack, go to the Attack Sequence
on the back of the rulebook. It will guide you step by step
through an attack.

Base ____: Many cards refer to terms like “base damage”
or “base PUR” etc. The term “base” refers to the value
of a number in a game before any modifiers apply to it.
C a rd Contro l : When a card targets one of your opponent’s
cards, it means cards that your opponent has in play. DBZ
defines card control in game text as cards you “have” or
cards your opponent “has.”
Example: “If yo u have Goku…”

C a rd Effect Conflicts: If 2 cards conflict with each other
because one allows a player to do something and another
prevents a player from doing something, the card that says
“no” overrides the other card’s effect.
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C a rd Ownership: The “owner” of a card is the person who
brings the card to the game as part of his deck. Any time a card
is placed in one of the following game zones, it reverts to the
owner’s game zone: the Removed From the Game Pile, Discards,
Life Deck or returned to its owner’s hand.

I t a l i c - Pa rens Te x t : Text appearing at the top of
text boxes in parentheses and italics are instructions that
are active on the card whether or not the card is in play.
M o d i f i e r s : Any increase or decrease in a value inside a game.

Cherry Picking Rule: When a player searches through

MPs are Only One Card : You can’t play a level 1 Goku

a life deck for a card, he must show the card searched for to all
opponents. The owner of the deck now shuffles that deck and
offers a cut.

on top of a level 2 Goku.

Constant Eff e c t s : These effects have the word “CONSTANT”
in all caps in front of them. They are active as long as the card
they are printed on is in play.

Do What You Can Rule: Except for costs and
requirements, if an effect instructs you to do something that
you can only partially do, do what you can and continue play.
Floating Eff e c t s : Any effects created that use text similar
to “for this turn,” or “for this turn and the next” or other similar
language are floating effects. These effects are active for the
period stated by the effect’s text, even if the card that created
them is not in play.
EXAMPLE: The card Paid Off has this text, “When any
player gains stages, increase that amount by + 1 for
this turn and the next.” This effect lasts until the end
of the next turn even though Paid Off goes to the
discard pile immediately.

Gaining and Losing Stages: When an effect lets you gain
stages (i.e. “Gain 2 stages.”), you can choose to spread those
stages out any way you want, unless the effect tells you exactly
who gains the stages.
When an effect has you lose stages (i.e. “Your opponent loses 2
stages.”) you can choose to spread those stages out any way you
want, unless the effect tells you exactly which personality loses
the stages. You do NOT discard cards from your deck if all your
personalities run out of stages before you pay for all the stages
you lose from the effect.
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Play vs. Put in Play: When you “play” a card, you pay its
costs and meet its requirements to take it from out-of-play into
play. When you “put” a card in play, you take it from out-of-play
into play for no cost, but still meet its requirements.
P re v e n t : To lessen damage from a successful attack.
Scouter Usage: Scouters do not have to match the
Personality printed on the scouter. Any DBZ card outside
of your deck can serve as a scouter.
Selecting Random Cards from Hand: When cards tell
you to choose cards at random from your opponent’s hand, your
opponent shuffles his hand and holds it up with the backs of the
cards facing you. Now you choose the random cards.
S t o p : To block an attack. The attack is not “Successful” and
no damage is dealt.
Timing Conflicts: If two of your effects occur at the same
time, you choose the order the effects resolve. If your and your
opponent’s effects occur at the same time, the active player’s
effects resolve first followed by the passive player’s effects.
U n p re v e n t a b l e : When an attack is “Unpreventable” then
any damage that attack deals cannot be prevented. And your
opponent cannot play or use any effects or refocused attacks
that would prevent damage as a defense against that attack.
U n s t o p p a b l e : When an attack is “Unstoppable” no effect
can stop that attack. And your opponent cannot play or use any
effects that would stop an attack as a defense against that attack.
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Deck Construction: Your “deck” is your life deck plus any
Personalities or Mastery cards you have. Your “life deck” is the
60 card deck that you draw from in the game.

Life Deck Construction: Life decks must be exactly 60
cards and cannot contain Personality or Mastery cards. If you
have a Mastery card, all styled cards in your deck must match
the style of your Mastery card. You may have only 1 Mastery
card for your MP.
Named Card s : If you have any Named cards in your
deck, you must have the Named Personality as one of your
Personalities in the game. Only that Personality may play with
those named cards.
One MP: Each deck must have exactly one Main Personality
card of either level 1, 2 or 3.
Ally Uniqueness: No Allies in a deck can share the same
name as another Ally in that deck or that deck’s MP.
Personality Levels Must Sum to 3 or Less:
All your Personalitys’ levels must sum up to 3 or less.
There are 3 ways this can happen:
One Level 1 MP and two Level 1 Allies, or a level 2 MP and
a level 1 Ally, or a Level 3 MP.

The Diff e rence Between “ U n s t o p p a b l e ” a n d
“ U n p re v e n t a b l e : ” An “Unstoppable” attack is like a boxer
with his guard down, he can’t keep a punch from hitting him,
but if he "rolls" with the punch, he can still prevent some of its
damage. “Unpreventable” means you can stop the attack,
but if it’s successful nothing can lessen its damage.
EXAMPLE: Preventing Damage: Go ku atta cks with
G oku’s Kamehameha which has this effect:
Energy attack for 22 Damage (Unstoppable.) 8: Put
your top 6 discards at the bottom of your Life D eck.
SUCCESSFUL - Capture!” First, Goku lowers his scouter
8 stages. Next, he puts a ny 6 discards at the bottom
o f his deck. Raditz now defends. He can’t stop the
a ttack because is “Unstoppable,” but he can prevent
its damage. He refocuses with Black Left Blast (p. 11)
a nd prevents 7 damage. Raditz now takes 15 damage.
Since the attack is successful, Goku captures a
D ragon Ball from Raditz because of the SUCCESSFUL
effect “Ca pture.”
EXAMPLE: Sto pping a n Attack: G oku a ttacks with
his personality power (p. 6). Physical Attack for 3
damage (U npreventa ble) 1: Mastery. To a ttack, Goku
must have a Ma stery card (see the requirement
“Mastery” next to the colon) a nd pay 1 stage. This
a ttack is “Unpreventable” which means his opponent
cannot lessen its damage from effects or refocusing.

EXAMPLE: You can have a Level 1 Go ku, a Level 1
Vegeta, and a Level 1 Krillin in play when the game
begins 1 + 1 + 1 = 3. Or you can have a Level 2 Goku,
and a Level 1 Krillin 2 + 1 = 3. Or you can have a
Level 3 Goku 3 = 3.

Dragon Balls: These cards are limited to one copy of each
per deck and one type per deck (So no dupes and only one type
of Dragon Ball: Earth or Namek.)
C a rd Copy Limits: Cards with the same title are
limited to 3 copies per deck.
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Playing Support Card s : When you play a Support card,
you first pay the cost on the card appearing to the left of a colon.
Then you place it face-up on the area of the playmat marked
“Support Cards.” To use a CONSTANT effect on a Support card,
just leave it in play. To use an effect that isn’t a CONSTANT effect,
discard the Support card and use the effect during an attack
phase as described by the card’s text.
EXAMPLE: You pla y the Support card Black D ragon
Support. (p. 13) Lo oking to the left of the card’s
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colon, you see that you need a Mastery card to play
Black Dragon Support a nd that the card costs 3
stages to pla y. Since you have a Mastery card in play,
you pay 3 sta ges by lowering your scouter down 3
stages. Now you put Black Dragon Support into play.

No special rules anymore. Discard them, remove them from the
game, search for them. Dragon Balls do not have to be specifically
mentioned anymore for an effect to target them and they don’t
go to the bottom of your life deck when taken as damage.

Later, during Combat, yo u can use the effect on Black
Dragon Support. You do this by choosing to use the
effect during your attack pha se: “Shuffle a Black style
card fro m your discards into your life deck, to gain
stages equal to that card’s base dama ge.” You now
do what the effect says and discard Black
Dragon Support.

Instant Vi c t o r i e s : You win the INSTANT your opponent
has no cards in his life deck or the INSTANT you control all
seven Dragon Balls (even if you acquire the last Dragon Ball
by capturing it).

Playing and Using Combat Card s : To play a Combat
card that isn’t an attack, you must meet the requirement to play
the card, pay the cost on the card that appears to the left of the
card’s colon and then play the card from your hand. You now use
the effect printed on the card.
EXAMPLE: You decide to play Black Preparation. (p. 12)
First, you pay the 2 stages in cost. Then you use its
effect and search your life deck for a Black Style
Support and play it. You must pay the cost of the
Black Style Support you searched for.

How to Use a Personality Power that
I s n ’t an A t t a c k : Except for CONSTANT effects, Personality
powers must be used during an attack phase of a Combat step.
To use a Personality Power during combat, pay the cost and use
the power. After you use the effect, you cannot use it again until
the next turn.
EXAMPLE: You have Piccolo in play a s your MP.
His effect is “2: Draw a card.” To use this effect,
pa y 2 stages and dra w a card during your
attack phase.

W h a t ’s the Diff e rence Between the DBZ CCG,
DBGT TCG and the New Z?
New Dragon Ball Rules: You play Dragon Balls during
your attack phase. Dragon Balls are treated as any other card.
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Level Definition: Level is now only a number and not
a card. If you play a level 2 Goku, you only have one card of
Goku in play – Goku Level 2. You don’t stack a Goku Level 1
Card on top of a Goku Level 2 card. All the levels of your
Personalities must add up to three or less.
Named Card s : Named cards have the name of a DBZ
Personality in its title. Only the Personality named in the
card can play or use the Named card. You can have 3 copies
of the same named card in your deck, not 4 like in prior games.
No Hero / Villain Deck A l i g n m e n t : Now you
can mix DBZ hero/villain characters in your deck any
way you want.
No Most Powerful Personality Vi c t o r y :
The new use of levels removes this victory condition.

One Type of Damage: In Old Z, damage came in two
forms: life cards and power stages. Now there is only one
type of damage. When you take damage you can choose to
either take it in life cards or in power stages. If you choose
power stages, you still discard 1 card from your life deck for
each point of damage you take while your Personality is at
the 0 power stage.
Shortened Steps: There are only three steps to the
game now: Draw, Power-Up, and Combat.
Simpler Ally Rules: Each Ally you have in play counts
as one of the three “Levels” you have to spend when the game
begins. See p. 24.
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1 . D r a w : Both players draw 3 cards.
2 . Po w e r- U p :
A. Players power up their Personalities.
B. Players play Support cards
C. Use effects on cards in play that are usable in this step.
3 . C o m b a t : Players Alternate Attack Phases. Players can perform
physical and energy attacks, play Dragon Balls, use Support cards,
play Combat Events. When both players pass one-after-another in
their attack phases, they discard down to 6 cards in hand and Combat
and the turn ends.

This is the exact sequence that each attack goes through.
1 . Player Chooses One of His Personalities to Perform
an A t t a c k . There are two ways to perform an attack: play a combat
card from your hand that can perform an attack, or use a card in play
that can perform an attack.
2 . Player Chooses an Attack and Meets the Requirements to
Use That Attack (if any). Requirements are words appearing on
the left side of a colon.
3 . Player Pays the Power Stage Cost of the Attack (if any).
The player lowers the scouter on the attacking Personality by the
number of stages in the cost.
4 . Any Effects Created by the Attack are Used except for
“SUCCESSFUL -” effects.
5 . The Defender May Defend with effects that work against the type
of attack to either stop the attack, or prevent damage from attack.
6 . If the Attack is Stopped, the Attack Phase is Over.
Otherwise, it is successful.
7 . Calculate the Damage the Attack Deals. Take the damage
the attack does and subtract the damage prevented.
8 . Deal the Damage from the A t t a c k . Your opponent now chooses
how to take the damage dealt: in life cards or in power stages on one
of his Personalities.
9 . Any “SUCCESSFUL -” E ffects From the Attack are Used.
1 0 . D i s c a rd any Ap p ropriate Card s. If you attacked with a Combat
card or your opponent defended with a Combat card or Support card,
discard those cards.

